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B ................................................brass 
BL .............................................. black
BLU .............................................blue 
BLUBe .............................blueberry
BR............................................ brown
C .............................................copper
F ......................................fluorescent
G ..................................................gold
GL ..............................................glitter 

GO ....................................gold paint
GR ............................................green
Gre ..............................................grey
H ........................................hologram
Li ................................................... lilac
N ............................................... nickel
O .............................................orange
Pe ................................. pearlescent
Pink ............................................ pink

R ..................................................... red
RB.. ............................... rainbow/glitter
iS ......................................satin silver
S ................................................. silver
UV  ....................................ultraviolet
W ...............................................white
Ye ............................................. yellow

Name of
the lure

Color code of
the lure, Top

Length of the lure 
(in millimeters)

Weight of the 
lure (in grams)

Here's how you decipher
the product codes:

Lure color codes

Cup side

Jubilee Lure 2022
TAIMEN SUPER

24k Gold Plating

This 2022 collectible lure has a special scale 
pattern with 24 karat gold plating. It is extremely 

shiny and reflects light incredibly well. Addi-
tionally, the small spinner blade in the middle 

of the spoon breaks the regular swimming 
pattern creating bubbles and swirls in the 

water. A wonderful gift item that is also 
guaranteed to catch fish!

FISHERMAN'S GUIDE 2022

PROFESSOR 1  115/27 BEAD

BL/GR/FYe/O-B, UV
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Kimmo Korpua

NEW ANGLERS
breathe life into our

beloved hobby

Sports fishing is among the winners of the 
past two years, no question about it. Sin-
ce global tourism has been on a downward 
trend, people have been looking into hobbi-
es that can be enjoyed close to their homes. 
This has meant rekindling connection with 
the nature and introducing new generations 
to fishing. As soon as people have started to 
do that, they also tend to become politically 
active. Supporting policies that help to resto-
re lakes and rivers are positive by-products 
of the engagement to angling community.

What a welcome development this has 
been! Our hobby has been very stable, but 
not really growing during the past few years. 
We have been delighted to see so many fa-
milies and beginners taking up fishing over 
the past 18 months. However, in order to 
keep the flame burning, we invite all seaso-
ned anglers to welcome the new people to 
our hobby by sharing tips, tricks and tactics 
so that they will catch fish. Nothing gets you 
hooked faster than the feeling of success in 
the shape of fish landed. 

Fishing is not an easy hobby for beginners. 
You may have all the best gear and may well 
be fishing in the exact right spot, but the natu-
re of our hobby is still the great unknown: We 
don’t know if we will catch fish or not. That’s 
the beauty of the hobby, but when one thin-
ks back to the start of one’s angling career 
it’s easy to remember how frustrating some 
moments were. When you’re not really sure 
what you’re doing is right for the conditions, 
it’s very easy to lose faith and never return 
to the hobby again.

Therefore, it’s our task to make sure that 
when we see new people by the lakes and 
rivers, we do what we can to make them feel 
welcome and part of our community. Every 
new angler means more positive attention 
to our hobby and continuity of this fine tra-
dition. Invite more people to join us! That’s 
the way to build a sustainable future both for 
our hobby and the nature.

The era of the pandemic has proven to be 
extremely challenging for many industries, while 
some unexpected ones are emerging victorious.

EDITORIAL
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NEW COLORS FOR 2022

Supper for sea trout

Mouth-watering metal bites for pike and salmon

Brunch setting for perch and trout
RÄSÄNEN BEAD 50

RÄSÄNEN BEAD 70 PROFESSOR BEAD 70

LÄTKÄ

BL/Li/S-S, UV

BL/GR/G/O-C, UV

BL/FR/G-S, UV

BL/Li/S-S, UV

BL/GR/G/O-C, UV

BL/FR/G-S, UV

BLU/FR/FYeGR-S, UV

BL/FR/G-S, UV

GL/FR-Al, UV

50/11 Li/Pink/G-S, UV

50/14 BL/Li/S-S, UV

50/14 BL/GR/G/O-C

BL/FYe/R-C, UV

505

KUMMA

KUF

Design Sakke Yrjölä, European sprat 19, UV

Design Sakke Yrjölä, Crucian carp 20, UV

Design Sakke Yrjölä,  
European sprati 19, UV

Design Sakke Yrjölä,
Crucian carp 20, UV

BL/Pink/W-S, UV

SUMMER ITEMS
The land of 100 000 lakes has a lot to offer: Whether 
it is zander fishing on a calm lake, casting for big pike 
in the archipelago or fishing for arctic char in crystal 
clear water Finland has it all. This variety makes also 
for exceptionally good lure testing conditions. Our 
products get tested in dozens of different types of 
lakes and rivers before being introduced to consum-
ers. We take pride in high quality!
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PUUKALA 110/20

15

1

7

8

20

65

SANTERI 130/15

BL/GR/FYe/FR, UV

GL/BL/G/R, UV

GL/BL/GR/FR, UV

GL/iS/FR, UV

GL/BLU/W/O, UV

GL/BL/Gre/O, UV

Pink/Li/FYe/GR/S

BLU/R/Ye-G, UV

PUUKALA SANTERI
130/15

The original twitchbait
Puukala means wooden fish in Finnish 
and that is exactly what this item is: A clas-
sic pike wobbler 100% hand-crafted from 
Finnish pine wood. Puukala is a lure for 
active anglers. It has a very subtle action 
on steady retrieve, but giving it a twitch on 

The biggest size of Santeri wobblers was 
developed for zander and pike trolling. It 
has a very pronounced wobble and an er-
ratic searching action, which makes it an 
ideal bait for trolling. After all, when a lure 

is retrieved or trolled at a steady speed, 
the baits that make a difference often have 
something erratic in their action. That’s 
exactly what Santeri 130/15 is packing.

the rod imparts an action that is absolute-
ly deadly for big pike. There are days, es-
pecially when the water is very cold, when 
pike refuse to hit anything that has an ex-
aggerated action. That’s when it’s Puuka-
la’s moment to shine!
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GL/BL/GR/FYe/O, UV

BL/Pink/S/O, UV

GL/Pink/W, UV

GL/Li/Gre/O, UV

GL/FR/G, UV

GL/BL/G/R, UV

GL/GR/FYe/R, UV

GL/BLU/W/O, UV

BL/GR/FYe/FR, UV

GL/FYe/W/O, UV

GL/BL/Gre/O, UV

Pink/Li/FYe/GR/S

SANTERI 110/11 SANTERI 90/9

BL/GR/FYe/FR, UV

GL/Li/Gre/O, UV

GL/BLU/FYe/FR, UV

GL/BL/G/Pink/O, UV

Pink/Li/FYe/GR/S

BLU/R/Ye/G, UV

GL/BLU/W/O, UV

GL/BL/G/R, UV

GL/BL/GR/FR, UV

GL/Pink/BLU/iS, UV

GL/BL/G/R/R, UV

BL/S/RBLU/R/Ye/G, UV

SANTERI
90/9

SANTERI
110/11
Getting the right tuning for your wobblers 
is a subtle art. Too much searching action 
makes the lure unstable at higher retrieve 
or trolling speeds. Santeri 110/11 is a great 
workhorse in this respect. It has an optimal 

tuning and can take a variety of trolling and 
retrieve speeds while maintaining a steady 
fish-catching swimming action. This size of 
Santeri belongs to every zander and trout 
trolling angler’s arsenal!

The smallest member of the Santeri family 
was developed for fishing a variety of 
species. It works great on zander, but it is 
quickly becoming a secret weapon of big 
perch anglers, too. Salmon and trout are 
also some of the most important target 
species of this lure. Santeri 90/9 is also 

very suitable for casting. If you are fishing 
it in heavy current, try gently turning the 
nose eyelet down with pliers. This will 
make Santeri swim more steadily in high 
retrieve speeds and heavy current. On the 
other hand, if you are fishing lakes or feel 
that a slower presentation is needed, try 
adjusting the nose eyelet upwards. This 
will give Santeri more erratic searching 
action.
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C, UV N-C, UV

BLU-C, UV GR-C, UV

B-S   

BLU-C  

GR-C  

BL/BLU/Li-B, UV

BLU/GR-B, UV  

C

N-C  

N-B

Ye/R-B, UV

BL/FR-C 

BL/N-R   

BL/G/R-B

BL/GR/FYe/O-B, UV

Ye/GR-B, UV

R/BL-C

GR/G/S-S   GR/FYe/S-S   

N-C   

Professor has a tenure track,  
but it is still far from retirement!
The original shape and an action that has 
produced several record catches over the 
years are not the only things going for Pro-
fessor. Kuusamon Uistin also constantly de-

PROFESSOR 00 ja 0

velops new delicious color patterns for this 
timeless classic thus making sure that the 
Professor is always a worthy adversary to 
big predators.

PROFESSOR 00 
180/60

PROFESSOR 0
130/44 BEAD

A long-casting Professor that you can use to fish also the deeper pockets. Let it sink down 
to the depths, where you believe the big predators are lurking and reel it in. Remember to 
make several stops during the retrieve! Pauses often trigger the bite.

The secret weapon of big pike anglers 
shines especially in slow trolling, but you 
should also try casting it. There are con-
ditions, when the fish require a strong ef-
fect from a lure in order to trigger their 

bite. When the water is really murky or you 
need a big pelagic silhouette that the fish 
can easily spot from the depths, try Profes-
sor 00. 

PROFESSOR 1 Bead

PROFESSOR 1 
115/27 BEAD

A versatile lure for predators
Professor has all the sizes and weights that 
an angler can desire. The smaller ones are 
perfect for perch, trout and salmon while 
the biggest sizes have been designed for 
pike fishing and trolling for various spe-

cies. The delicious hand-painted color pat-
terns cover most conditions and types of 
water. New colors are important as they 
are something the fish have not yet seen. 
That’s why it’s important to upgrade one’s 
tackle arsenal every now and then!

This model has a variety of colors to cover 
all seasons, weather types and bodies of 
water. Professor 1 is a light spoon and as 
such very good also for trolling. If you’re 
looking for unusual spoon color patterns, 
try the color BL/N-R, where cup side of the 

spoon is painted bright red. Sometimes 
you don’t want just flash, but also some 
more dampened patterns. They work won-
ders during the dawn and dusk, when light 
is still scarce.

IN ALL
UV
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BL/BLU-S

N

GR-B
BL/FR-C 

C  

B-S 

GR-C

N-B  

BLU/FR-C   

N-C

CS

An easy prey is hard to pass
The unique action of Professor makes it 
look like an injured baitfish that even the 
weariest of predators find hard to pass. 
Tuning a spoon for the exact right action is 
a subtle art that Kuusamon Uistin has mas-
tered over the past 50 years. A truly good 

PROFESSOR 1

swimming action that stands the test of 
time is the result of perfect material choice, 
right hook size and the shape and bend of 
the spoon. What easily looks like a simple 
product is actually the culmination of thou-
sands of hours of experience and crafting!

PROFESSOR 1
115/36 BEAD, LIGHT

PROFESSOR 1
115/19 BEAD, LIGHT

This heavy and long-casting version of 
Professor is popular among anglers that 
fish from the shore. The aerodynamic 
shape and design, where the bulk of the 
spoon’s weight is distributed in the tail se-
ction make this model a super long-casting 

A beautifully flashy spoon that is available in two so called turtle shield patterns. This pat-
tern gives an irregular flash that salmon, trout and pike often find impossible to resist.

lure. Locations, where the fishing pressure 
is extremely high often still have spots that 
are relatively untouched by anglers due to 
the simple fact that most lures won’t reach 
them. This Professor is designed to reach 
the spots where no lure has gone before.

PROFESSOR 2
Lures not only for the Arctic Circle 
Despite being located on the 65th Paral-
lel North, Kuusamo’s focus is very much on 
the needs of more southern anglers, too. 
The range has many options for the pris-
tine, crystal clear Lapland waters, but also 
a lot to offer for pike and perch anglers 

that fish in variable conditions. Our product 
testing takes place across all of Europe in 
order to make sure we cater to the needs 
of our more southern angling brothers and 
sisters as well.

PROFESSOR 2
90/18 BEAD

PROFESSOR 2
90/13 BEAD, LIGHT

This size of Professor packs two different 
kinds of actions. You can tie it on either 
from the wider head part or from the more 
narrow tail section. It has a fish-catching 
action either way. You can gain some ex-

The light 90 mm 13 gram Professor with 
turtle shield pattern was developed espe-
cially for salmon and trout. The beautiful ir-
regular reflections from the hammered sur-
face catch the attention of freshwater pred-

ators and lead to exploding strikes. A tip for 
the trolling anglers: Try fishing this lure also 
with downriggers or additional weights. 
The turtle shield pattern works wonders 
also in great depths.

tra casting distance by tying this Profes-
sor on from the narrow tail part. This is im-
portant especially, when you are casting 
against the wind and every additional me-
ter counts.

CS
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BL/FR/G-S, UV

GR/G/S-S

N-B

R/BL-C

B-S

GR-C N-C

C

N-CN-B

BLU-C

GR/FYe/FR-S, UV

Ye/G/GR-B, UV

BL/R-S

GR-B

N-C

BL/G/R-C, UV

- 17 -

Size 2 Professor is a must-have for all salm-
on anglers that are fishing the big streams. 
A compact size together with excellent 
casting performance make sure that you 

The smallest Professor is a great perch 
lure. It’s especially good, when the water 
has warmed up a bit and perch start chas-
ing baitfish to the surface. That’s the per-

PROFESSOR 2 PROFESSOR 3
will reach also the more distant pockets. 
Works like a charm also for pike both in riv-
ers and lakes.

PROFESSOR 2
90/18 WEEDLESS 

Pike are ambush predators that love 
to hide among weeds and reeds. Not 
many lure types are good for fishing in 
heavy weed cover, but Professor with 
weed-guarded hook is among the best 
tools for exactly those spots. Reel it past 
the thickest vegetation and when there’s 

PROFESSOR 3 ONEGA
60/13 BEAD

Professor 3 Onega bears the Russian name of Europe’s second largest lake. This body of 
water is famous for big landlocked salmon and trout that trolling anglers are targeting. Pro-
fessor Onega is designed for exactly that purpose.

NEW!

fect time to actively fish this Professor: A 
couple of fast cranks on the reel, a small 
pause.. get ready for strike!

a patch of open water among the weeds, 
make a spin stop and let Professor flutter 
down. Be ready to set the hook! Fish that 
got curious about the sound and sight of 
the lure are often ready to hit the second 
the lure starts fluttering down freely.

BL/GR/FYe/FR-S BLU-B GR-C

C-SS-C

PROFESSOR 3
75/12 BEAD 

PROFESSOR 2 
90/26 BEAD, HEAVY
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BL/BLU/Li/W-C, UV

BL/FYe/BR/FR-C, UV

BL/G/BR/O-S, UV

BL/GR/FYe/FR-S, UV

BL/R/W/BL-S, UV BLU/Li/S-S, UV

BLU/R-S, UV

R/BL-C, UV

GR-C, UV

Ye/GR-C, UV

BL/G/R-C BL/S/R-S

RÄSÄNEN 120
Räsänen 120 mm and 50 grams is a 
lure for the specialized pike angler. Big 
spoons are gaining traction among big 
pike anglers as many fish are growing 
weary of jerkbaits, spinnerbaits and big 
soft shads after having seen so many of 
those in popular fishing spots. Any expe-
rienced angler knows that the key to suc-
cess is variation and that’s exactly what 
big spoons will bring to your arsenal. Try 

the Big Räsänen especially when the wa-
ter is still a cool in the spring and in the 
autumn. Make several pauses during your 
cast and remember to vary your retrieve 
speed. A big spoon makes for a very vis-
ible lure also when the water is murky. 
This spoon comes with a VMC single 
hook, where you can additionally rig a soft 
grub to make the bait even more visible to 
predators.

RÄSÄNEN 90
A versatile classic
Legend has it that the first Räsänen was 
cut from a copper coffee pot. It has been 
used in Finland since the early 20th centu-
ry for practically all freshwater species that 
our country has. The original shape of the 
spoon was truly timeless: The swimming 
action has an irregularity that you can im-
part by simply retrieving the lure steadi-

ly. This occasional search is often credited 
for being the “secret sauce” of Räsänen. 
Since the early days Kuusamon Uistin has 
extended the same recipe to a variety of 
shapes, sizes and colors so that all pike, 
salmon, trout, perch, zander and aspius an-
glers can find their go-to lure in the Räsä-
nen family.

UV COLORS

RÄSÄNEN
90/28 BEAD 

BL/S/R-S

GL/Ye/R/BLU-S

GR-S

S-C

BL/G/R-C

BLU-C

GR-B

R/BL-C

Anglers, who have spent a great deal of 
time fishing for salmon and trout have long 
ago noticed that lures with UV brighte-
ner added in their paint and lacquer are 
simply dominating in some weather condi-
tions. Fish that are able to see UV will ea-
sily notice the silhouette that lures with this 

surface coating have. It is being debated, 
whether pike, perch and zander truly see 
UV, but the experience of thousands of 
anglers seems to support this claim. Colors 
with UV are often an unbeatable choice 
also for pike, perch and zander.

RÄSÄNEN
120/50 BEAD 
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BLU/R-S

BR/B-C

Li/R/S-S

GR/B-C

C-S

FR/BLU-S

FR/Ye/FR-S

FYe/FR-C

GL/BL/BL/R-B, UV

GL/BLU/R/Ye-S, UV

BLU

BL/R/S-C

BLU/W/FR-S

C

GR-B

GL/FR/C-C

GR/FYe/FR-S

GR/FYe-S

GL/GR/Ye/R-B

Li/B-B

BL/R/Ye-C

BL-C

BL/R/BL-S

BLU/B-S

BR/FYe-C

R/BLU/R-S

R/FR/FYe/Ye-S

S-C

BLU/Li/S-S

C/S-S

BL/G/R-C

BL/S/R-S

BL/GR/G/O-C, UV

G/FR/BR-C, UV

B-S

BL/Li/S-S, UV

O/S/Pink-C, UV

BL/Ye-S

BL/FR/G-S, UV

Ye/G/GR-B, UV

BL/O/BLU-S

- 20 -

RÄSÄNEN 70 Bead
A rule of thumb for Finnish anglers almost 
regardless of the target species has been: 
When in doubt, start with a Räsänen 70 mm 
with bead. This favorite lure works so well 
in so many fishing applications that it’s hard 
to think of a serious Finnish angler that 
doesn’t have a set of Räsänen spoons in 
their tackle box. It works like a charm even 

on a steady retrieve, but slight variations in 
retrieve speed bring out the best of Räsä-
nen. The occasional erratic dive is a chore-
ography that produces trophy sized pike, 
trout and salmon every year. In order to 
keep things fresh, the color chart includes 
many mouth-watering patterns for all types 
of weather and bodies of water.

NEW! NEW! NEW!

RÄSÄNEN 70/20 BEAD

RÄSÄNEN 70 Bead
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BL/FYe/R-C, UV

Li/Pink/G-S, UV

B-S

BL/BLU/FYe/FR-S

BL-C

BL/O/BLU-S

BL/O/FYe-S

Li/B-B

BL/R/S-S

BL/FR/G-S, UV

BLU/FR/FYeGR-S, UV

BLU/GR/S-C

BLU/W/FR-S

BR/B-C

C-S

FR/BLU-S

FR-S

FYe/FR/BLU-S

GL/GR/Ye/R-C

GR-B

GR/FYe/FR-S

BL/R/O-C, UV

GL/BL/BLU/Pink-S, UV

GL/BL/R-C, UV

GL/R/O/BLU-S, UV

Li/R/S-S

FYe/FR-S

BL/R/Ye-C

S-C

W/R/BL-S

BLU/Li/S-S

FYe/FR-C

C/S-S

BL/G/R-C

BL/S/R-S

BL/R/Ye-S

Pink/Li/FYe/GR-S

S/BL/R-C

G/FR/BR-C, UV

S/Li/W/BLU-S, UV

BL/Li/S-S, UV

BL/FR/G-S, UV

O/S/Pink-S, UV

BL/G/R-C, UV

BL/GR/G/O-C, UV

Li/Pink/G-S, UV

G/GR/FYe/FR-C, UV

BLU/FR/FYeGR-S, UV

BL/FYe/R-C, UV

RÄSÄNEN 50 Bead
The perch and trout favorites
The smallest of Räsänen family are long-
casting and well suited for perch, trout 
and rainbow trout fishing. They are also 
popular for the non-predatory species 

such as whitefish, ide and chub. This range 
has plenty of models suitable for the UL 
and light fishing categories that are highly 
popular for example in street fishing.

NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW!NEW!

Sometimes all it takes is a few extra grams 
to catch the fish. Anyone who has stood 
by a lake or river and observed fish surfac-
ing in the distance or noticed a particular-
ly good spot that you can’t quite reach with 
other lures knows what we mean. Tying on 

a lure with a good swimming action and 
enough weight to gain the few extra meters 
is often all it takes to trigger a bite. Small, 
but heavy Räsänen is your go-to tool 
when you need a small lure with lively 
action, but crave the extra distance! IN ALL

UV

RÄSÄNEN 50/11 BEAD

RÄSÄNEN
50/14 BEAD HEAVY

RÄSÄNEN 50 Bead

NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!
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Fish that are particularly weary often re-
quire special weapons and tactics. One 
of the most effective ones is to use a very 
light spoon that you fish the same way as 
you would a soft bait. Give it a few cranks, 

let it flutter down.. Lift your rod and reel in 
the slack. Repeat. A great tactic for cold 
water and for example weary rainbow trout 
in lakes.

G/GR/FYe/FR-Al, UV

O/S/BLU-Al, UV

G/BL/FR/FYe-Al, UV

BL/O/G/GR-Al, UV

BL/G/R-Al, UV

BL/Li/S-Al, UV

GL/FR-Al, UV

RÄSÄNEN Sakke Yrjölä

An artist’s take on lure colors

The renowned artist Mr. Sakke Yrjölä, who 
has illustrated an encyclopaedia called 
The Fishes of Finland has also created 
some original lure colors for Kuusamon 
Uistin. Sakke’s take on the naturistic pat-
terns focuses on the key details that make 
the most important baitfish species re-
cognizable to predators. They are detailed 
imitations that focus on the key characteris-
tics and as such true works of art.

RÄSÄNEN 70/20 
Design Sakke Yrjölä

RÄSÄNEN 50/11 
Design Sakke Yrjölä

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

IN ALL
UV

IN ALL
UV

IN ALL
UV

RÄSÄNEN
50/5 BEAD LIGHT

RÄSÄNEN 40/6 BEAD

RÄSÄNEN
50 Bead Aluminum / 40 Bead

Ultralight is often the way to go. Downsiz-
ing your lure usually produces more catch-
es and is sometimes exactly what is need-
ed to trigger the bite of big weary fish that 

B/FR-B

R/BLU/R-S

C-S

R/Ye-S

GR/FYe/FR-S

S-C

have seen lost of different kinds of lures. 
Try this lure especially for perch, trout and 
rainbow trout. It will work wonders also on 
chub, ide and aspius.

Roach 4, UV

Arctic char 11, UV

Three-spined stickleback 14, UV

Perch 1, UV

Trout 7, UV

European sprat 19, UV

Baltic herring 2, UV

European sculpin 8, UV

Crucian carp 20, UV

Perch 1, UV

Ninespine stickleback 17, UV

Juvenile brown trout 16, UVThree-spined stickleback 14, UV

Eurasian minnow 18, UV
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RÄSÄNEN 70/10 

BLU

FR/BLU-S

GR/FYe-S

S-C

BL-C

BR/FYe-C

FYe/FR-C

Li/B-B

G/GR/FYe/FR-C, UV

C/RC-S

S-C

BLU/Li/S-S

C/S-S

BL-C

C-S

BL/Ye-S

BL-C

C-S

BLU/Li/S-S

GR/FYe/FR-S

C/S-S

GR-B

BL-C

S-C

G/BL/FR/FYe-C, UV

 

GR

 

GR

G/GR/FYe/FR-C, UV

BLU

S-C

Ye/G/GR-B, UV

BL/Ye-S

C-S

GR-B

R/BLU/R-S

Ye/G/GR-B,UV

RÄSÄNEN Special modelsRÄSÄNEN Special models
Kuusamo weed guard is just stiff enough to 
prevent the lure from snagging, but a pred-
ator’s bite will push the weed guard down 
and expose the hook. Maintain a good line 

control and be ready to set the hook, when 
you feel a sharper push. Weed contact is 
usually slow and soft, whereas a bite is 
sharper and quicker.

The small 50 mm and 60 mm Räsänen 
spoons with fixed weed guard are excel-
lent choices for big perch. During the warm 
summer months perch often hunt near and 
sometimes within patches of pondweed. 

That’s the best time to fish these small 
Räsänen spoons with fast retrieve and oc-
casional stops. The color charts of these 
lures are full of flash and contrast, which is 
exactly what the perch like!

The original shape and size of Räsänen as it was cut from the copper coffee pot in the 
early 20th century. This light original model is a great lure for pike and salmon. Use light 
enough spinning rods to make the fishing as enjoyable as possible. A light setup will also 
increase your casting range.

RÄSÄNEN 70/20 
WEEDLESS BEADRÄSÄNEN 60/15 WEEDLESS BEAD 

RÄSÄNEN 70/10 WEEDLESS

RÄSÄNEN 50/11 WEEDLESS 
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BL/BL/R-C

BL/Li/BLU/GR-S

C/Ruska

GR/FYe/FR-C

GL/BLU/R/Ye-S, UV GR/BLU-S

TAIMEN 75/25  

TAIMEN SUPER 75/17

C/R

FR/BLU/Gre-S

Ye/R-B

S/FR/Ye

W/Ye/BL-S

GR/FYe/FR-C

BL/BLU/R-S

BL/Li/BLU/GR-S

W/FR-S

W/Ye/BL-S

R/FYe-FYe

S/ Ruska

BL/G/R-C

BL/S/R-S

BL/GR/G/O-C, UV

BL/Li/S-S, UV

European sprat 19, UV

Crucian carp 20, UV

The heavier 25 gram Lätkä is the go-to lure 
of many a seatrout anglers. It is extremely 
long casting, but still has a very lively swim-
ming action, which makes it a great lure 

also for the anglers fishing from shore. The 
new colors bring even more choice to the 
spotted trout colors’ range.

Lätkä (pronounced Laetkae) translates 
roughly into “a slab” and is one of the old-
est Kuusamo models that was developed 
already 50 years ago. The lure was de-
signed specifically for trout fishing, which 
is still well reflected on the color chart. The 
only challenging thing about Lätkä to an 
angler is the umlaut of the name. Once 

you’re past that everything is easy: Typical-
ly trout lures require rod twitches and spin 
stops, but Lätkä works great on a steady 
retrieve and won’t come splashing to sur-
face even if you speed up. In fact, the in-
genious shape makes sure there’s no dull 
moment in the swimming action and also 
some erratic dives from time to time.

SPOONS Lätkä

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

LÄTKÄ 70/25

LÄTKÄ 70/14

BL/G/R-C

BL/S/R-S

BL/BL/R-C

BL/GR/FYe/FR-S

BLU/R-S

C-S

GL/BLU/R/Ye-S, UV

Li/GR-S

S

R/BL-C

W/BLU/Li-C, UV

Ye/Li-S

SPOOS Taimen

Taimen Super has a built-in spinner blade 
that gives additional flash and creates the 
effect of an entire school of baitfish run-
ning away from predators. This construc-
tion makes for very effective lures also in 
murky waters, where colors and size simply 
are not enough to make the lure stand out. 

That’s where Taimen Super excels. Try this 
lure also for aspius and pike. We guarantee 
you’ll have bites!

Taimen spoon was designed to have a 
very curvy tail, which gives it a lively swim-
ming action. The favorite of many a sea 
trout angler, who appreciate long casts on 
top of the fish catching abilities in a lure

Design Sakke Yrjölä, European sprat 19, UV

Design Sakke Yrjölä, Crucian carp 20, UV
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S-C

BL/GR/Pink/O-S, UV

FR/W-S, UV

GR/Ye/W-C, UV

R/FYe-SBL/Li/BLU/GR-S

BL/R/C-S Ye/BL/Ye-S

BLU/S/R-S BL/G/R-C, UV

BL-C CBR/Ye/BL-S

GR-S

BLU-S GR/R-B

HAUKI 80/22

SUURHAUKI 95/40

BL/BLU-S

BLU-C

GR-C

BL/GR/FYe-S

BL/G/R -C

Pink/S-S, UV R/G-C, UV

FR/BL/G/R-C, UV

FR/R-S

R/BL-C

GL/Pink/W-S

SPOONS Tundra, Kruunu

Kruunu, which means crown in Finnish 
has a truly royal look and feel to it. It has 
a smooth swimming action added with a 
glass bead on the side. Kruunu is another 
good option for sea trout fishing. It is also 

very popular among the anglers that target 
garpike in the Baltic sea. There’s some-
thing special about Kruunu that makes it a 
garfish favorite.

Tundra is an unbeatable lure for sea trout 
fishing and its color chart has been fine-
tuned exactly for this purpose. The holes 
punched through the spoon’s body create 
swirls and leave a bubble trail, which the 

predators can easily track. Make some spin 
stops during the retrieve: Tundra will flutter 
down and trigger the strike of a sea trout 
following it.

Ideal conditions for sea trout fishing are 
often met when a strong wind is set-
tling down and the calmer, but still sizea-
ble waves come breaking against rocky 
shorelines. That’s the perfect time to aim 

your casts behind bigger rocks, where the 
swells break into white water. Those are 
the spots, where sea trout gather hunting 
for prey.

SPOONS Hauki
A wide, lazy kick makes  
an ideal target for big pike
Some of the spoons in Kuusamo range 
have been designed with only big pike in 
mind. These models share some common 
characteristics, like a wide profile com-

bined with a simple spoon curve. The color 
charts in these lures include a lot of con-
trast. Stripes make a pike lure stand out 
from the background and thus make it an 
easy target.

KRUUNU 85/19 BEAD

TUNDRA 85/19
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508

520

521

522

523

525

 526

527

500

GL/BL/W, UV

GL/R/G, UV

GL/BLU/FYe, UV

GL/BLUBe/R, UV

BR/Pink, UV

GL/BL/Ye, UV

GL/FYe/BLU/Li, UV

BL/GR, UV

BLU/O, UV

O/Ye/G, UV

GL/R/G, UV

BL/FYe/FR, UV

BL/GR/FYe/FR, UV

KUMMA
Kumma is a truly unique lure that combines 
the best of spinners and wobblers. The 
action of the asymmetrical spinner blade 
starts at a very slow speed and has mini-
mal resistance on the retrieve. You can fish 
considerably deeper pockets also in heavy 

While the bigger 10 gram Kumma was de-
signed specifically for current, the small-
er 7 gram version is the ideal tool for lakes 
and rivers with slower current. Its’ action is a 
combination of a mini-wobblers tight swim-

ming action and the flash from the asym-
metrical spinner blade. This has proved to 
be a very catchy combo for perch, trout 
and grayling

current, when you tie on a Kumma. Thanks 
to the design that makes this lure a deep-
er running one than many others in the 
category Kumma is quickly becoming the 
favorite lure of many perch, trout and gray-
ling anglers.

MUIKKU
Muikku is a light spoon, where the weight 
is encapsulated inside a strong plastic 
shell. This construction allows for slower 
presentations and more spin stops as the 
spoon sinks a whole lot slower than other 
spoons of similar size. These are charac-
teristics that anglers fishing from shallow 

shores can appreciate. Presentations with 
lots of pauses are often needed especial-
ly for sea trout and pike. Muikku also has 
a version with a weedless double hook. 
This one is designed especially for weeds, 
reeds and lily pads. Anywhere, where the 
pike hide.

KUMMA 10 g

KUMMA 7 g

101

102

103

104

105

106

108

163

500

501

502

503

505

508

NEW!

IN ALL
UV

IN ALL
UV

IN ALL
UV

MUIKKU
90/17 WEEDLESS

MUIKKU 90/17
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BL/GR-S

BL/Ye-C

FR/BL-C

BLU/FR-C

B

S

C

B/BLU-B

FR/FYe/GR

C/R-C

S/R-S

B

S

C

C-R

S-R

S

W/R/BL-C

BL/BLU-B

BL/R-C

C-R

W/R/BL-C

FR/FYe/GR

BL/O/GR-S

C-BL

FYe/FR-B

BL/O/BLU-S

S-R

BL/Pink/W-S, UV

BL/BLU/Li-C

BL/R-S

FR/BL-C

BL/Pink/W-S, UV

BL/Ye-C

S-R

W/R/BL-C

FR/FYe/GR

BL/O/BLU-S

C-BL

BL/BLU-B

BL/O/GR-S

C-R

BL/GR-S

SPINNERS

TAIMEN SPINNER 18 g

An all-time favorite of Arctic char, trout and 
grayling anglers for small brooks and crys-
tal-clear Lapland lakes.

BALANCE SPINNER 10 g
Arguably the most popular freshwater lure 
for Icelandic salmon. There’s something 
uniquely shrimpy about this lure, so much 
that also trout, arctic char and grayling find 
it irresistible.

A lure for when you need to resort to spe-
cial weapons and tactics. Sometimes a 
spinner that is quickly retrieved to surface 
from great depths triggers the bite of oth-
erwise weary fish. It’s sometimes easy to 
snag a spinner unless you have a weed-
less hook. This special model of Loimu 
combines a small, compact spinner with a 
weedless hook. Try this when all else fails!

LOIMU WEEDLESS SPINNER 7 g

LOIMU SPINNER 7 g

Heavy spinners are good for a variety of 
conditions. In the summer perch gather in 
big schools to chase baitfish to surface. 
These feeding frenzies can be difficult to 
exploit without really long casts. Heavy 
spinners are easy to cast and fish close to 
the surface, where the fish in these condi-
tions are.

Spinner looks nothing like
a fish, but it does catch them
Predators looking for easy prey rely on 
their lateral line system as well as their 
sight to locate small fish. Many lures are 
designed as carbon copies of actual bait-
fish, but some lure types are very effective 
regardless of the fact that they don’t look 

like fish or insects at all. Classic spinners 
fall exactly into this category. Despite be-
ing often small in size, these lures send 
strong vibrations that the predators sense 
in their lateral line system. That’s why spin-
ners are still as effective as ever.

makes the lure a perfect snack also for 
perch, trout and grayling in more southern 
waters. The color chart reflects this model’s 
dedication to trout fishing.

SPINNERS
KUF stands for Kuusamon Uistin Finland. 
This iconic spinner that was named after 
the company’s legal name belongs in the 
tackle box of everyone, who is headed for 
Lapland’s crystal clear waters. A fur hook 

A favorite of grayling, brook trout and 
whitefish. Remember to use very light 
tackle and a  long leader in order to be 

able to catch these species that are very 
often difficult to fish with any other artifi-
cial lures.

KUF SPINNER 5 g FLY HOOK   

KUF SPINNER 7 g FLY HOOK

NEW!

NEW!
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14 mm

6 11 mm
4 15 mm
3 17 mm
2 18 mm
1 20 mm

8 23 mm

6 28 mm

4 31 mm

2 40 mm

nro 5 58 kg 41 mm

nro 6 45 kg 33 mm

nro 8 35 kg 31 mm

nro 6 45 kg 13 mm

nro 5 65 kg 15 mm

nro 4 80 kg 17 mm

2 23 mm
3 23 mm
3 ½ 30 mm
4 35 mm

3 6 mm

4 7,5 mm

5 8 mm

0 27 mm
1 28 mm
2 30 mm
3 34 mm
4 39 mm

14 mm

17 mm

24 mm

nro 3 15 cm

nro 2 13 cm

nro 3 40 kg

nro 2 40 kg

nro 6 25 cm

nro 5 20 cm

nro 4 15 cm

15 cm

TERMINAL TACKLE TERMINAL TACKLE Leaders
Snaps and swivels
If there’s one thing you can do to improve your odds of catching record fish, it’s using 
good quality terminal tackle. When the stars align and you finally have a big fish bite, you 
can only hope that the weakest link of your setup holds. Make sure you use quality termi-
nal tackle that Kuusamo have in their range!

Fly Hooks with anti-weed
protection

Treble hook,
black nickel

The double hook with 
anti-weed 
protection 
hook 2/0

Special hooks
You can turn any Kuusamo spoon into a weed-
less version by replacing the standard hook 
with Kuusamo weedless double hook. The 
hook comes from VMC and the weed guard 
is manufactured in Kuusamo. Use double split 
ring and try it on jerkbaits or wobblers too!

RST terminal tackle for heavy-duty use 
Kuusamo terminal tackle won’t cave in under pressure. The material of our swivels and 
leaders is tough stainless steel.

Stainless steel leaders
and wire leaders
An aggressive pike can practically inhale a 
small lure. That’s when you’re in big troub-
le unless you’re using a long enough lea-
der that protects the line from the preda-
tor’s teeth. You may want to choose as light 

and flexible as possible leader material for 
small finesse lures, while big spoons can 
easily be rigged with long and even stiff 
leaders without hurting their action.

STAINLESS STEEL LEADERS

WIRE LEADERS

TITANIUM LEADER

Titanium leader
Titanium is the top of the line as leader mate-
rial. It is extremely abrasion resistant, practically 
immune to cuts and yet very light leader mate-
rial. The pro angler’s choice!

Glass bead spare part kit
A glass bead that is used on Kuusamo 
lures can sometimes break, if your cast is 
too long and the lure lands right on rocks. 
Not to worry! We have a spare part kit that 
you can use to replace the glass bead and 
your lure will be as good as new.

RST-LEADERS  

Rolling barrel swivel
Stainless
steel ringsSnap swivel

Ball bearing swivel 
with D-snap and 
welded ring

Rolling barrel 
swivel with D-snap

Stainless steel swivel 
with tournament snap

Kuusamo lure 
& jog lock Knot-at-all

Stainless steel swivel

5 kpl, 8 mm or 10 mm

nro 6 nro 14 nro 16
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TROLLING SINKERS
Sinkers and weights
There are times especially in trolling, when 
the fish are lurking in great depths and you 
have to re-think your setup to get to the 
correct depth. Try tying on a Kuusamo trol-
ling sinker. Then attach a leader about as 
long as your rod to the weight and tie on 
your lure at the end of the line. You now 

TROLLING SINKER 33 g

Diving depth 3–6 m

TROLLING SINKER 70 g

Diving depth 6–9 m

TROLLING SINKER 90 g

Diving depth 8–11 m

have a setup that you can use to take a 
light lure like a Santeri wobbler to the desi-
red depth range. The sinker itself adds to 
the action of the lure, so it’s not just a pas-
sive weight but a tool designed exactly for 
this purpose.

WINTER ITEMS
A crisp winter morning, delicious lunch waiting in your 

bakcpack and a big school of fish eager to bite your lure 
under the ice. That's what the winters are made of!
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FINNGRIP EASY 5.0
Off-track ski binding
Finngrip EASY 5.0 is a strengthened model of the popular 
off-track ski binding. The heel springs are made of 5 mm wire 
and the heel component has been designed so that it sup-
ports the shape of the spring better. Due to these improve-
ments the binding feels more responsive to the skier while en-
suring that the structure is capable of withstanding the 
harshest conditions. 

Suitable for most 
types of shoes 

and boots.

FINNGRIP ERÄ BINDING
The choice of the Finnish Defence Forces Arctic troops  
Erä binding has been tried and tested by the most demanding users. This binding works 
for both forest skis and snowshoes. Finnish Defence Forces’ choice for challenging condi-
tions, where the gear must perform regardless of the weather.

Fits both forest skis and snowshoes and can be used to replace the original bindings. The 
binding fits most popular winter footwear and is easy to both attach and detach. Erä bind-
ing gives good support for the foot also sideways.

NOTE!
When skiing on lake, river or sea ice one 
must be extra careful and pay attention to 
safety measures. Always keep the ski bind-
ings open, while skiing on ice and have ice 
claws easily accessible. These simple pre-
cautions save lives in case the skier should 
fall in.

FINNGRIP ERÄ  
SPLITTED

FINNGRIP ERÄ

This is how you adjust 
the binding to the
shoe.

Lift the binding plate 
upwards.

Connect the binding so that the axle (A) is 
positioned approximately 3 cm from the
centre of balance on the ski towards the
ski tip. The heel plate (B) should be positioned
4,5 cm behind the main binding plate
as shown.

First connect the hook 1. in the hole at a 
suitable position and finally put the other 
end of the clip into the opposite side.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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LÄTKÄ ALUMINUM 70/6

ICE JIGS AND SPOONS
Arctic char love flash and colors

PATE LINE-THROUGH WINTER JIG 55/9

A line-through winter jig developed in 
Kuusamo. One usually ties on a mormy-
shka like Kuusamo Kirppu or a sharp sin-
gle hook with bait in the end of the line. 
Then depending on the activity level of the 
fish, Pate line-through jig is either pulled 
very close (5-10 cm) to the bait when the 
bite is hot or moved further (10-30 cm) 
away, when the fish appear to be weary. 
The idea is to imitate a small fish chasing 
an easy snack. This kind of setup often 
launches a feeding frenzy among perch as 
they start fiercely competing, who will get 

Kuusamo Lappi-Loiste is a traditionally 
shaped Arctic char winter spoon. These 
types of lures are most commonly fished 
from the ice so that there’s a 10-30 cm 
clear monofilament leader tied to the 

spoon. Usually there is a Kirppu mormys-
hka or a sharp single hook with bait in the 
other end of this leader. Light is a scarce 
commodity in Arctic rivers and lakes in the 
winter. Therefore, the fish often require 
a bigger flasher type of lure that attracts 
them to the bait. This kind of setup works 
best for Arctic char, grayling and trout.

the snack before the other fish. Ingenious 
method that requires an easily adjustable 
line-through winter jig like Pate.

BURBOT JIG NESTORI 2 115 mm

Ice fishing for burbot is  
mid-winter’s activity
Burbot typically spawns in Finland from 
January until the end of March. This is the 
period when the fish come to more shal-
low flats, where you can catch them. Add 
a small piece of baitfish of choice to the 
middle hook, drop Nestori to the bottom 

and make small lifts on the rod. It’s impera-
tive to keep a close contact to the bottom. 
When you feel a bite, set the hook deci-
sively. Burbot is also known as freshwater 
cod and is a true delicatesse, so spending 
some cold winter days on the ice may well 
be rewarded in the kitchen.

ICE JIGS AND SPOONS
Räsänen and Lätkä
Kuusamo classic spoons Räsänen and 
Lätkä are also available as light aluminum 
versions specifically developed for verti-
cal presentations. The advantage of these 
very light spoons is that you can easily im-
part a very responsive swimming action 
with minimal lifts and drops of the rod. A 
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RÄSÄNEN 50/4 ALUMINUM

IN ALL
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IN ALL
UV

traditional heavy spoon will do very little 
if you lift it up 5 cm and let it quickly drop 
back down as much. This is where alumi-
num Räsänen and Lätkä excel at. Even min-
imal rod movements make them instantly 
react thus triggering the bite of weary trout, 
rainbow trout and zander.
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GL/Pink/WR-BL

FRGR/FYe/FR

G

S

Super-Sääski is essentially a small jigging 
lure designed to make attractive glides and 
darts when lifted and then let on free fall. 
The concave shape of the body allows the 
jig to glide farther than regular jigs. You can 

increase this even more by adding some 
bait (a small maggot for instance) in the 
tail hook. The color chart is especially de-
signed for perch and rainbow trout anglers.

SUPER-SÄÄSKI 30 mm/2 g

ICE JIGS ICE JIGS

VARMA 55/8

Tried and proven models and sizes for all ice fishermen

KILPA 55 mm KILPA-LOISTE 35/3

Kilpa means race or competition. The 
active presentation is what this jig is all 
about: Fish it with regular lifts and drops 
and vary the rhythm and speed. These 
types of lures are used as searchbaits 
in the Nordic style ice fishing. The goal 
is to cover a lot of water and trigger the 
bite of the most active fish. Kilpa jig is a 
great choice for the perch angler.

Fish this jig actively with fast re-
curring twitches. A great choice 
not only for  
perch but also 
for whitefish

Varma makes for an excellent combination with Kuusamo Kirppu mormyshkas. Tie a 
Kirppu on a short 10-15 cm monofilament leader and fix it to your Varma. What you can do 
when starting to fish a new spot is to make a couple of long 50 cm to 1 m lifts and let the 
jig freely flutter down. This is what catches the fishes’ attention. Then continue with small 
lifts and drops until you get the first bite.

VARMA 45/5
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A slow, gliding action works 
especially well on zander, 
but it’s proven to be very ef-
fective on Arctic char and 
trout as well.
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BLU/O, UV

W/W, UV

BL/W, UV

GR/FYe/G, UV

RB/BR/W, UV

RB/GR/FYe/FR, UV

FYe/O, UV

RB/BL/R/R, UV

BL/W, UV

W/W, UV

RB/BR/W, UV

RB/R/R, UV

BLU/O, UV

GR/FYe/G, UV

RB/GR/FYe/FR, UV

RB/BR/iS, UV

RB/BL/S/O, UV

RB/BL/G/R, UV

Pink/BLU/S/O, UV

LIGHT JIGGING LURE X-PROLIGHT JIGGING LURE X-PRO

LIGHT JIGGING LURE X-PRO 75 mm/8 g

This is a model, where the weight is en-
capsulated inside a strong plastic shell. 
The construction allows for slower pres-
entations, where the jig ends up spend-
ing the critical fractions of second more in 
the strike zone. A quick lift on the rod will 
make the lure dart towards the surface. Af-
ter dropping the rod tip down the lure will 
swim further away, turn, flash its’ sides and 

swim back. The bite often comes exactly 
the moment, when the lure makes a loop, 
turns and starts swimming back. The an-
glers focusing on trophy size perch have 
noticed that very often the biggest fish pre-
fer slower action. Light Jigging Lure X-Pro 
is designed exactly for these slower pres-
entations for big fish.

A smaller 50 mm size of the popular Light 
Jigging Lure X-Pro. Makes long darts and 
glides while flashing its’ sides to predators. 
Thanks to the light plastic shell swims just a 

little bit slower than classic metal jigs. This is 
a small but critical difference for getting the 
bites from weary big perch.

LIGHT JIGGING LURE X-PRO 50 mm/4 g

Kuusamo Jigging Lures have an asymmetrical tail 
fin that makes the lure’s action more erratic. These 
lures are designed for perch, zander and pike.

IN ALL
UV

IN ALL
UV
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KIRPPU 1

A lure designed for perch and rainbow 
trout. The biggest size Kirppu 1 can also be 
used with a light spinning setup. Make long 
casts and fish the lure actively with lots of 
rod twitches and pauses.

KIRPPU 2

Perch and rainbow trout simply cannot re-
sist this lure. Try baiting the hook with a 
couple of maggots for perch and with a 
small piece of shrimp for rainbow trout. We 
recommend using monofilament line 0.18-
0.20 mm for this application. 

KIRPPU 3

These smaller sizes of Kirppu are designed 
for perch, whitefish and non-predatory 
species. Roach and ruffe are often plenti-
ful in numbers and fun to catch especially 
in the spring. Both can be used for cook-
ing as well: Roach for canned fish and ruffe 
for its’ eggs and for making delicious fish 
broth. This used to be the delicacy of Rus-
sian czars!

MALLUAINEN, 20 mm/1 g

Malluainen is Finnish for Common 
Backswimmer. This miniature lure imitates 
Common Backswimmer with its’ shape and 
legs that make Malluainen a very respon-
sive mormyshka. The hook is specially de-
signed for perch fishing, which is also re-
flected on the color chart that contains the 
six most used colors for perch, but also for 
whitefish, grayling and rainbow trout.
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Mormyshka is a traditional Russian lure de-
signed for perch and non-predatory species 
like roach, ruff and whitefish. These minia-
ture lures often imitate insects and larvae that 
the fish are feeding on in the winter. These 
lures are often used with very light tackle and 
lines as thin as 0.10 mm, which make them 
super effective also in places, where the fish-
ing pressure is high. Kuusamo is proud to 
own the production line of these lures under 
one roof. Kirppu’s exact translation is flea. 
This Kuusamo lure is a household name for 
mormyshkas for many Nordic anglers. The 
carefully selected range includes imitations 
of the insects that fish love to eat in the win-
ter as well as shapes that are figments of im-

agination, but proven to catch fish in all ice 
fishing conditions.

Fish eggs have great energy content and 
quickly become the forage of choice for 
many species if found on the bottom. Perch, 
rainbow trout and whitefish are all known 
to feast on other species’ eggs when given 
the chance. Kaviaari-Kirppu stands for Cav-
iar-Kirppu meaning that this lure imitates a 
small bundle of fish eggs wrapped around 
the hook. In order to make this lure truly stand 
out, we recommend using a small piece of 
shrimp or a couple of maggots on the hook 
spreading attractive scent in the water. 

KIRPPUS KIRPPUS

KAVIAARI-KIRPPU 3KAVIAARI-KIRPPU 1
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Droppi is shaped like a water drop, which 
is a very commonly used and hydrody-
namic shape for mormyshkas. Thanks to 
the hydrodynamic qualities these lures are 
very popular also in current, where they 
reach the bottom faster than other shapes. 
Try baiting the hook with a couple of mag-

gots for perch and with a piece of shrimp 
for rainbow trout. A suitable line diameter 
varies depending on the application: Try 
0.14 mm for perch and you can go all the 
way up to 0.20 mm for rainbow trout. The 
thinner your line, the faster and easier it 
will be to reach good bottom contact.

DROPPI, 2 G SIIPIKIRPPU

Siipikirppu literally means a flea with wings. 
That’s roughly what this lure looks like in 
the water: An attractive and easy snack for 
any fish. The wings make this lure a very 
responsive one to the smallest lifts and 

TIMANTTITOUKKA 20 mm/2 g

Timanttitoukka translates into diamond lar-
vae, which is what this item looks like. Try 
tying it on and you will notice how ideally 
balanced this lure is. It stays in optimal hori-
zontal position in the water and is very re-
sponsive to a variety of presentations. The 
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TIMANTTIKIRPPU

This Kirppu model comes with two artificial diamonds that create nice reflections and imi-
tate the eyes of an insect. The two smallest sizes work great for perch and whitefish while 
the two larger ones are designed for perch, rainbow trout and non-predatory species.

drops on the rod. Try giving this lure tiny 
vibrations and make pauses in between. 
Lift slowly and repeat. Works great for 
perch, whitefish and non-predatory spe-
cies. 

artificial diamond eyes reflect even small 
amounts of light and make the lure stand 
out from its’ background. The color range 
meets the needs of all perch, whitefish, 
grayling and rainbow trout anglers.
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*** Näissä tilanteissa kalalaji ei ole merkittävässä määrin saatavissa.

ANGLER'S MATRIX 2022
WEATHER CONDITION PERCH PIKE ZANDER SALMON SEA TROUT ARCTIC CHAR GRAYLING

WHITEFISH
RAINBOW TROUT 

BROWN TROUT

Sunny Räsänen H 50/11 
BLU/Li/S-S, UV Räsänen H 120/50 BL/S/R-S Santeri 110 GL/BLU/W/O, UV Räsänen 70/10 S-C Lätkä 70/25 R/Bl-C

Räsänen H 50/14
heitto BL/G/R-C, UV Kuf 5  BL/O/BLU-S Kumma 10 g 102

Partly cloudy Räsänen H 50/5 aluminum 
G/BL/FR/FYe-Al, UV

Suurhauki 95/40 
GR/Ye/W-C, UV

Santeri 130/15 
GL/BL/Gre/O, UV Räsänen H 70/20 C/S-S Räsänen H 70/20 BL/O/BLU-S Taimen-Lippa 18 C-R Kumma 10 g 103 Taimen spinner 18 S

Cloudy
Kumma 10 g 163 Professor 1 H 115/27 BL/G/R-B

Santeri 110/11
Pink/Li/FYe/GR-S Professor 2 H, kevyt 90/13, C Lätkä 70/25  BL/S/R-S

Räsänen 50/11 Sakke Yrjölä  
Juvenile brown trout 16, UV Kumma 10 g 105 Räsänen  H 50/11 S/BL/R-C

Rainy
Balance-Lippa 10 B/BLU-B Suurhauki 95/10 BL/G/R-C Räsänen H 50/11 FR-S Lätkä 70/14 BL/S/R-S Muikku 90/17 GL/BL/Ye, UV Balance spinner 10 C/R-C Kuf 5 BL/R-C Räsänen H 50/11 FYe/FR-C

WATER TYPE

Clear
Kuf 7 BL/GR-S

Räsänen H 120/50
BLU/Li/S-S, UV

***

Professor 2 H, light  90/13, S Taimen 75/25 W/BLU-S
Räsänen H 70/20  
GR/FYe/FR-S Kuf 5 S-R

Räsänen 50/11 Sakke Yrjölä 
Three-spined stickleback 14, UV

Humic/ 
brownish Räsänen 50/11 Sakke Yrjölä 

Perch 1, UV Räsänen H 70/20 GR-B Santeri 90/9 BLU/R/Ye/G, UV
Professor 3 Onega H
60/13 C-S Lätkä 70/14 BL/G/R-C Räsänen H 70/20 BL/R/Ye-C Kuf 5 C-R

Räsänen
H 50/11 GL/BL/BLU/Pink-S, UV

Cloudy  
water Räsänen 50/14 bead, heitto 

G/GR/FYe/FR-C, UV
Santeri
130/15 Pink/Li/FYe/GR-S Räsänen H 50/11 GR/FYe/FR-S

***

Tundra 85/19 R/FYe-S

***

Kuf 5 FYe/FR-B
Räsänen
H 50/11 Pink/Li/FYe/GR-S

Greenish  
water

Räsänen H 50/11 BL/S/R-S Hauki 80/22 BLU-S Santeri 90/9 Pink/Li/FYe/GR-S Räsänen H 70/20 BL/S/R-S Lätkä 70/25  BL/G/R-C

***

Kuf 5 BL/O/BLU-S Räsänen 50/11 H FR/BLU-S

SEASON

Spring
Loimu-Lippa 7 Weedless, B

Suurhauki 95/40 
GL/Pink/W-S Räsänen H 50/11 FYe/FR/BLU-S Muikku 90/17 GL/GR/FYe, UV Muikku 90/17 BR/Pink, UV Lappi-loiste 70mm Ruska-C Malluainen GR/FYe/FR, UV 

Balance spinner 
10 g FR/FYe/GR

Summer
Kuf 7 BL/O/GR-S

Muikku 90/17 Weedless  
O/Ye/G, UV

Santeri 130/15
BLU/R/Ye/G, UV Räsänen 70/10 C/S-S Kruunu H 85/19 CBR/Ye/BL-S Räsänen H 70/20  BL/G/R-C Kuf 7 BL/Ye-C Räsänen H 50/11  BL/G/R-C

Fall
Kumma 7 g, 527, UV

Räsänen Helmi  
120/50 BL/G/R-C

Kevennetty
X-Pro 75 GR/FYe/G, UV

 
Räsänen  
H 70/20 GL/G/R/BL-C, UV Santeri 90/9 BL/S/R Lätkä 70/14 BL/BL/R-C Kuf 7 C-BL Kumma 7 g 508, UV

Winter
Malluainen FR Professor 1 H 115/27 GR-C

Kevennetty X-Pro 75
FYe/O, UV

*** ***
Lappi-Loiste
70 mm BL/BLU/S-S Timanttikirppu II B Super-Sääski 30mm S
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Kuusamo holds the third place on the list of 
Finnish municipalities with the most lakes. 
Kuusamo has 1900 of them and also plenty of 
rivers and smaller brooks to choose from. It’s 
easy to understand why this region is called 
the sportsman’s paradise. It is also the home 
to Kuusamon Uistin, a Finnish lure company 
established in 1967. 

We are located right off the highway no. 5 
about 5 kilometers to the north from the 
center of Kuusamo. Just look for a pylon with 
a salmon figure on top of it and you can’t 
miss it! We welcome everyone to visit our life-

style shop Suvanto, which is also the home 
to a café and factory shop of Kuusamo lures. 
Here you can find lots of special lures and 
colors that are not available anywhere else!

If you are willing to try your hand at fishing 
finicky rainbow trout and whitefish, we have 
a small private lake right next to our factory. 

The best tips and tricks for this lake come 
from the staff of our café, who know this lo-
cation inside out. Come visit us and share 
some good fishing stories! We know many 
of our own and are willing to trade!

WELCOME
TO KUUSAMO!

Factory shop and Suvanto Lifestyle
tel. (08) 860 3466, shop@kuusamonuistin.fi 



@kuusamonuistin

Kuusamon Uistin Oy, Professori Räsäsentie 1–2, 93600 Kuusamo, Finland
tel. +358 8 860 3400, kuusamo@kuusamonuistin.fi

www.kuusamonuistin.fi


